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WHAT DOES SHE DO AND WHY DOES SHE DO IT?

Lisa is an inspiration!
Author, speaker, and TV host Lisa
Bien combines her trademark
high energy and passion for
storytelling to guide people on a
journey of self-love, compassion
and kindness.
 
Lisa’s books, Life Happens:
Bounce Back! and Divorce
Happens: Bounce Back!, lay out
the Bouncing Back philosophy
she developed as she overcame
her own personal hardships. Her
latest book, 111 Ways to Bounce
Back, continues her inspiring
message, guiding others to
bounce back from life’s
challenges using her tips and
focused journaling.
 
Lisa’s professional background in
public relations and marketing
helps her connect with diverse
audiences. Lisa teaches in the
communication schools of both
Rowan University and Temple
University and has a Master’s
degree in education.
 

Lisa hosts her own Temple TV
program, Your Best Life with Lisa,
formerly known as BOUNCING
BACK with Lisa Bien!, where with
humor and raw honesty, Lisa
helps her guests confront and
bounce back from serious
personal and professional
struggles.
 
Lisa’s “Morning Motivation”
segment on Philadelphia’s PHL17
TV Morning News Program is a hit
with viewers, where her tips on a
variety of topics motivate a large
audience.  
 
Lisa’s presentation style motivates
groups both small and large to
find resilience and overcome
adversity in their own lives. Her
audiences have raved that her
core message – you can overcome
any challenge by first learning to
love and trust yourself – is
universal and motivating.
 
Lisa’s proudest accomplishments
are her sons, Jacob and Ari.
 
 



In this interactive journal,
Motivational Speaker, TV Host,

and Life Coach Lisa Bien provides
111 tips and exercises she

developed to help herself and
others bounce back from

adversity. Whether you’re having
trouble getting in a better mood

after a tough day or you’re
struggling with a long-term

negative situation in your life, Lisa
has an exercise to help you re-
group, re-center, and find the

inner strength to bounce back
and overcome the obstacles. 

Having been married and
divorced twice, Lisa has

personally experienced the
intensity of the pain, the gut-
wrenching fear and the raw

anger that comes on the heels
of a marriage breaking up. She
not only understands what the
newly divorced is experiencing,

though, she is proof that
anyone can come out on the

other side to live his or her best
life ever.

In her original bestseller, Lisa
uses autobiographical

accounts of key events in her
life to explain her Bouncing
Back strategy. The 4-step

Bounce Back Into You plan
she presents in this book is the
backbone of her motivational
talks and workshops where

she teaches the art of self-love.
Now available in this deluxe,

revised edition!

B O O K S

111 Ways to Bounce Back! Life Happens:

Bounce Back!

Divorce Happens:

Bounce Back!

https://www.amazon.com/dp/1726616401
https://www.amazon.com/Life-Happens-Bounce-Lisa-Bien/dp/0986258016
https://www.amazon.com/Divorce-Happens-Bounce-Lisa-Bien/dp/0986258024/


N E W S ,  E V E N T S  A N D  P U B L I C A T I O N S

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ubsRh_hLmB4
https://wogl.radio.com/media/audio-channel/remarkablewomen102118-lisabien-michellemarollamp3
https://wogl.radio.com/media/audio-channel/remarkablewomen102118-lisabien-michellemarollamp3
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ubsRh_hLmB4
https://www.phillyvoice.com/at-temple-talk-show-host-tackles-tough-topics-with-students/
https://www.courierpostonline.com/story/life/2015/07/10/lisa-bien-moving-divorce/29973149/


N E W S ,  E V E N T S  A N D  P U B L I C A T I O N S

http://www.evergreeneditions.com/publication/index.php?i=244547&m=&l=&p=1&pre=&ver=html5
http://foxschoolofbusiness.newsweaver.co.uk/1u1wkksxhqr1owio1k6r3a
https://www.courierpostonline.com/story/money/business/2014/07/12/public-relationship-specialist-helps-others-bounce-back/12544671/


Chamber Events
Women's Groups
Corporate Engagements
Personal Coaching
Keynotes
Business Conferences
and much more…

P R E S E N T A T I O N S AVAILABLE FOR BUT NOT LIMITED TO:

C O N N E C T

609-464-0914
lisa@lisabien.com

www.lisabien.com

Effective Communication in a World
of Short Attention Spans 
Learning to Love and Embrace
Change
Customer Service Reminders
Everyone Can Use to Increase
Productivity
Harnessing the Power of Positivity in
the Workplace to Achieve Greater
Results

EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION SKILLS
AND  CUSTOMER SERVICE TIPS
 

 

It’s all About YOU – Own It!

WOMEN ENTREPRENEURS
 

N E W S ,  E V E N T S  A N D  P U B L I C A T I O N S

https://www.facebook.com/lisabien111/
https://twitter.com/LisaBien
https://www.instagram.com/lisabbien/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/lisa-bien-8401391/


Loving Who You Are Inside
and Out!

MOTIVATION, SELF-LOVE,
INSPIRATIONAL, CONFIDENCE

 

Create Your WOW-factor
Speak Up and Stand Out!

PUBLIC SPEAKING,
NETWORKING AND
BRAND DEVELOPMENT
 

It’s Commitment Time: Do
you know the REAL you?
Divorce Happens: Bounce
Back!
Have Fun Dating at Any
Age!

RELATIONSHIPS, DIVORCE
 

P R E S E N T A T I O N S  A N D  M E D I A
PROMO: LISA BIEN
BOUNCING BACK

LISA BIEN SPEAKING REEL

CLICK FOR FULL PROFILE

N E W S ,  E V E N T S  A N D  P U B L I C A T I O N S

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2vH8jTrH9Dk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m_dBCa83yds&feature=youtu.be
https://speakerhub.com/speaker/lisa-bien


“Every time I hear Lisa speak, I’m blown away. She has that rare combination of
directness and warmth that makes her a joy to listen to. She’s a dynamo onstage,

super-high energy, but she speaks from the heart and it’s as if she’s talking
directly to you. She draws on her own life experience, which gives her message

credibility. She truly knows how to connect with her audience!”
– Dana R.

“The most positive uplifting speaker I’ve seen in a very long time! I’ve been in the
field of psychotherapy for years and believe in the “help thyself then help others”
so I like getting personal insight and Lisa does it in a way that leaves you feeling
like you have been replenished and ready to take on your new world! If you get a

chance, bring her to your work, company picnic, go to any of her venues,
however you can see her…Do it! You won’t regret it! Enjoy!”

– Natalie D.

“Life Happens: Bounce Back!” is a wonderfully woven, from-the-heart motivational
read…Lisa tells it how it is, an easily identifiable style to which any age group can

relate. She recounts her life experiences with raw honesty and shares her pains and
joys with no holds barred, because her mission and hope is to be a catalyst for

positive change for anyone struggling to figure out who they are, what they want
out of life and how they can get there. This book is not good enough….it’s GREAT!

– Laura J.

LISA BIEN, LLC
AUTHOR, MOTIVATIONAL SPEAKER

& TV HOST
W W W .L I SAB I E N .C O M

T E S T I M O N I A L S

https://lisabien.com/


T E S T I M O N I A L S

Lisa Bien is a natural-born teacher, mentor and friend. It came as no surprise to
me that she decided to share her story of “bouncing back” to help others who
could benefit from her tribulations and triumphs. Lisa gave me my first job in
Public Relations in 1996, where we worked side-by-side for an elite agency in

Philadelphia. It was there that I first witnessed her capacity for kindness, strength
and friendship. Her ability to foster friendships over the years has always boggled

my mind. Despite kids, husbands, careers – Lisa manages to keep healthy,
rewarding friendships. A woman with endless energy, Lisa is a fighter. Not one

from the streets. Her battles are of the heart. Her loyalty and pride are her
ammunition. And in the end, as she notes in her book, she learned that it is

within yourself that you find happiness, contentment and the glory of winning.
 

Garden Wellington-Logan
Public Relations Professional and lucky friend of “Big Red”

I’ve known Lisa from the very beginning of her career and I was lucky to work
with her twice. We even became partners! Through it all, there was one aspect of

our work that actually wasn’t “work” that she loved. It was mentoring others. It
was truly Lisa’s joy. Students would come to visit her and she’d spend time

helping them with their resumes and providing guidance about their futures.
They’d leave and she’d always say the same thing: “I LOVE doing this! I wish I

could always help other people, especially young people as they embark on their
careers.” And Lisa, look at you now!  You are doing so much mentoring – through
teaching, your television program, your book – that you are making an impact on

thousands. I am so proud of you for making your own dreams come true. I am
equally proud of you for doing it all so well. Congratulations!

 
Sharla Feldscher - President

Sharla Feldscher Public Relations



I have always known Lisa to be positive and encouraging, motivating and honest,
and more than anything, genuine in her desire for others to succeed. Lisa was

candid about her moments of weakness. She didn’t hide her low points. She was
never too proud to be defeated, but she was too strong to let a failed relationship,
a lost job, or broken friendships overcome her. As a young woman, I admired the

braveness and candor of an active and successful married mother of two who
seemed to be living a perfect life. She had the husband, the job, handsome and

well-mannered sons and a full social life. But unknown to many, she was
unhappy. Knowing yourself and being honest with yourself is a feat, and a scary

one at that. Lisa not only faced defeat, she embraced it, learned from it, and grew
from it. When I had my own moment of failure, turning to Lisa for insight offered
instant clarity. There was no quick fix for my problem; as Lisa said, “what’s done is
done.” But she helped me see that it wasn’t the earth-shattering, world-ending

issue that I was making it out to be. By speaking to her, I had come to terms with
how low I was feeling and moved on. We had a plan of action in place and what

felt like such a negative, quickly became a win-win. In the grand scheme of
things, my problem was minor. But by owning it and facing it with Lisa’s help I

was able to “bounce back.” And you will too.
 

Kathleen Toy
Communications Specialist

T E S T I M O N I A L S



During my short 24 years, the women I have carefully watched, even imitated,
tend to linger around and eye up the decisions in their lives – the leaps of faith –

that taunt the consciousness with one resounding and ever open-ended
question: “What if?” What I love about Lisa and her commitment to bouncing

back is her staunch determination to never just ask the question, but to discover
every possible answer. When I first met the one and only Bien, I was standing on
that exact precipice, asking “What if?” but not daring to take a step further. Lisa
was brazenly, painfully honest when she asked me what I was afraid of, and she

struck a perfect balance with her unconditional support and demand for “better”
when all my answers fell short.

We so seldom step back from the canvas of our lives to observe, feel, evaluate
and assess what we have thus far created for ourselves. We are so afraid to erase
the parts we have come to dislike, resent and suffer through, for fear of “rocking
the boat” or failure. But when a woman like Lisa Bien writes a book like this, and
puts your own brush back into your own hand once and for all, it is irresistible to

not only ask “What if?” but to start imagining, sketching, and creating the life you
want, all over again.

Lisa teaches us that self-love is the landscape upon and before which our lives
and the best versions of ourselves are built. When she encourages us to bounce
back, she reminds us that our lives are always and continually ours to claim – at

any age, at any phase, and with all our unique and vibrant colors. Thank you, Lisa,
for pioneering this message; may it always serve as a testament to the human

will and the very best life still to come.
 

Anna Tate
Former Student

T E S T I M O N I A L S


